PREPARE YOUR STUDENTS

FOR SUCCESS

With Pathway to EA™
The National Association of Enrolled Agents and Surgent EA Review have partnered to create the
Pathway to EA™ program, empowering today’s and tomorrow’s tax preparers to elevate their
careers by earning the Enrolled Agent credential.

With the help of UniversityPASS™, Surgent’s best-in-class
curriculum solutions tool, colleges and universities can create
a one-year curriculum in tax education that equips students
with the tools and knowledge they need to pass the IRS Special
Enrollment Exam—all while making professors’ jobs easier.
Plus, complimentary NAEA membership for participating faculty
and students.
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“Surgent’s EA Review has cutting edge technology that helps learners identify knowledge gaps and focus
precisely on what they need to study. Studying smarter not harder allows busy tax professionals to save time
and pass the EA exam faster. That’s why the Surgent EA Review course is the preferred provider of NAEA.”
–Robert Kerr, Executive Vice President of NAEA

Ready to learn more?
Surgent.com/Pathway-To-EA | Info@Surgent.com

UniversityPASS
Benefits

UniversityPASS is a dynamic online platform that was built for today’s student. Our
up-to-date, exam-aligned study content is both comprehensive and easy to digest—

STUDENTS

and proven to increase comprehension and credentialing pass rates.

A sophisticated administrative dashboard allows professors to easily create quizzes, exams,
and assignments and export thoseresults to an LMS. And, thanks to pre-built course templates,

PROFESSORS

professors can set up their course in just minutes. Plus, access is FREE for professors.

Impressive credentialing exam pass rates make it easy for department heads to
quantify their programs’ effectiveness. Plus, our software includes
robust assessment tools that can be used

UNIVERSITIES

to measure students’ pre- and
post-course knowledge.

“I wish I knew about UniversityPASS
sooner. This program is a huge
timesaver for accounting professors!”
– Bruce Leauby, Associate Professor of
Accounting at La Salle University

Ready to learn more?
Surgent.com/Pathway-To-EA | Info@Surgent.com

